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 1. Introduction

 2. How negative predictions are made

Why are negative predictions important?

Constructing the skin sensitisation negative dataset

In silico models are expected to be relied upon increasingly in the future, with a number of

High quality human data consisting of expert-derived potency categorisations3-6 was

recent regulations from around the globe promoting alternative methods, and in some cases

combined with animal data extracted from the Vitic Nexus database7. The chemical and

even banning the use of traditional in vivo testing. However, a user of an in silico model
needs to be particularly confident in a negative prediction, as an incorrect prediction could
potentially contribute to human safety being compromised.

Making negative predictions within an expert knowledge-based system

Alerting

(skin sensitisation
hazard and potency)

biological data were curated before the various assays were categorised according to their
relevance and reliability in predicting skin sensitisation in humans (Figure 1). An overall call
was assigned to each chemical using a hierarchical approach, with human data considered

Can negative predictions be made for skin sensitisation?

No

first where available, followed by standard animal, non-standard animal and finally positive
other animal data. The final dataset contained 1346 sensitisers and 1420 non-sensitisers.

Non-alerting

The question of how to predict the absence of bacterial in vitro mutagenicity was recently
addressed using an in silico fragmentation

approach1.

This research project aimed to extend

this methodology to make negative predictions of human skin sensitisation, being aware of
the opportunities and challenges that this particular toxicity endpoint afforded (Table 1).
Opportunities

Challenges

• Adverse outcome pathway with a single
reactivity-driven molecular initiating event
• Well-developed models for making positive
in silico predictions (e.g. Derek Nexus
contains 90 alerts for skin sensitisation)2
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Table 1. Challenges and opportunities expected when making negative predictions of human
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Figure 2. How negative predictions can be made within an expert knowledge-based system.
The negative prediction approach seeks to answer two questions of a non-alerting chemical
in Derek Nexus: (i) is it similar to known false negatives, and (ii) does it contain any unknown
features? (Figure 2). These are addressed by comparing the query chemical to the skin

Positive
Positive

No call

sensitisation negative prediction dataset. Features which are only found in known false
negatives within the dataset are highlighted as misclassified features, whereas those

skin sensitisation.

Figure 1. Construction of the skin sensitisation negative prediction dataset.

which are not present in the dataset are flagged as unclassified features.

 3. Performance in 5-fold cross validation

 4. Expert review of resulting predictions

 5. Conclusions

Case study 1: confidence in the negative prediction increases

•

Misclassified features

How often does each negative prediction outcome occur?
The majority of non-alerting chemicals

•

(79%, Figure 3) were classified as non-

Confident negative predictions of human skin sensitisation can be made

Africanol contains a misclassified

An in silico fragmentation approach has been applied to make negative predictions of human

feature, derived from the known

skin sensitisation. The majority of non-alerting chemicals in the cross-validation test sets

false negative longifolene.

were simply predicted to be non-sensitisers. As this outcome was correctly predicted most

However, longifolene may act as a

often, these predictions can be treated with a higher level of confidence.

prehapten9, probably by producing a

sensitisers. Misclassified or unclassified

Features which increase uncertainty are highlighted for expert review

sensitising allylic hydroperoxide10.

features were only identified 8% and 12%
Africanol
(natural product)

of the time, respectively. Fewer than 1% of
chemicals contained both sets of features.

NON-SENSITISER

Figure 3. Distribution of negative prediction outcomes.

How often is each negative prediction outcome correct?

with misclassified features

Longifolene (34% similar)
Human positive (weak)3
LLNA positive (moderate)8
Possible prehapten9

•

As africanol lacks an allyl group,

The presence of misclassified or unclassified features will decrease the confidence a user

confidence in the negative prediction

has in the negative prediction, as these outcomes were correctly predicted less often. Expert

is likely to increase.

review may be able to resolve this residual uncertainty, as demonstrated in the case studies.

 6. References

Case study 2: confidence in the negative prediction decreases
Misclassified features

•

Non-alerting chemicals which contained no

Cyhalothrin also contains a mis-

misclassified or unclassified features were

classified feature, derived from the

correctly predicted to be non-sensitisers

known false negative fenpyrithrin.

•

more often than the test set as a whole

The

two

chemicals

are

highly

(77% cf. 74%, Figure 4). Conversely, mis-

structurally similar, and share the

classified and unclassified chemicals were

same overall scaffold.

both correctly predicted less often than the
overall test set (66% and 52% cf. 74%).
Figure 4. Negative predictivity for all non-alerting chemicals and for each prediction outcome.

with misclassified
features

with misclassified and
unclassified features

assays and species

a cross-validation. The mean performance figures across the 5 test sets are shown below.

Non-sensitiser

Human data

• Prediction of an adverse outcome in

The skin sensitisation negative prediction dataset was randomly split into 5 folds to carry out

Non-sensitiser

Similar to known false
negatives?
Yes

Human

Non-sensitiser

Positive prediction

Cyhalothrin
(insecticide)
NON-SENSITISER
with misclassified features

Fenpyrithrin (63% similar)
Guinea pig split adjuvant test
positive (5/5 animals
sensitised)11

•

Given the high similarity to the false
negative, confidence in the negative
prediction is likely to decrease.
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